Protestant denominations present in China, the Union Version (Heheben 和合 本) in Mandarin was eventually published in 1919, and has since been considered the Chinese Bible par excellence.3 While the above mentioned Bible translations were produced by foreign missionaries, albeit with the crucial -and often unknown -contribution of local translators, over time Chinese translators have increasingly engaged in Bible translation, with some also being knowledgeable of the biblical languages. Additionally, new trends emerged in Bible translation, such as the use of translations in modern languages or even in Chinese as a textual basis, and the adoption of new principles of translation. Most recent editions, including those produced by Chinese translators, placed stronger emphasis on "functional" translation principles to render content and meanings and on using the features of the recipient language, in the attempt of reducing the cultural gap between the biblical and Chinese worldviews, rather than on formal renderings.4 These translations, which are the most recent ones examined here, in addition to the Union Version and the translation by the Studium Biblicum Franciscanum, include:
1) The Bible translated from the original texts by pastor Lü Zhenzhong 呂振 中 (1970), who was well acquainted with the Biblical languages and produced a very rigorous translation that is formally very faithful to the textual basis; 2) The Today's Chinese Version (Xiandai Zhongwen Yiben 現代中文譯本/现代 中文译本), an interconfessional translation with a Catholic and Protestant edition, which was produced by Chinese translators. The Protestant
